
 
 
 
 
Business & Human Rights Resource Centre  
Attn: Jessie Cato, Marti Flacks 
Berlin, Germany 
 
Via Email 
 
April 23, 2021 
 
Dear Business & Human Rights Resource Centre,  
 
Thank you for notifying us that you plan to include Rainforest Action Network’s report “Banking 
on Climate Chaos: Fossil Fuel Finance Report Card 2021” in your next Weekly Update and for 
giving us the opportunity to provide additional information related to the Royal Bank of Canada’s 
(RBC) approach to climate change, environmental and social risk management and our 
involvement in the energy sector. 
 
Given that we have a duty to respect the privacy and confidentiality of our clients, we are 
providing general comments related to the issues identified in the Report.  
 
We believe climate change is one of the most pressing issues of our age, and as one of the 
largest global banks, we are striving to make a meaningful contribution to addressing it and the 
transition to a low carbon economy. Our approach to climate change is central to our business 
and to our purpose of helping clients thrive and communities prosper. 
 
The transition to net-zero is vitally important, and it must be done in an inclusive manner that 
brings all sectors and communities along. We need to strive to improve competitiveness and 
sustainability, while not leaving some segments of the economy and our communities behind or 
we won’t achieve the support we need to meet these goals.  

Our coordinated, enterprise strategy, the RBC Climate Blueprint, aims to support clients and 
communities in the transition to a more efficient, sustainable economy. We have committed to 
net-zero emissions in our lending by 2050, aligned with the global goals of the Paris Agreement 
and we are setting interim targets to reduce financed emissions and building out climate-related 
stress testing programs. Within our own operations, we are striving to achieve net-zero 
emissions in our global operations annually; reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 70% 
and sourcing 100% of our electricity from renewable and non-emitting sources both by 2025.  

Details on our climate change governance, strategy, risk management approach and metrics 
can all be found in our recent publication, the 2020 RBC Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures Report. We have joined the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials 
(PCAF) and the Rocky Mountain Institute’s Center for Climate-Aligned Finance, and will be 
measuring and reporting financed emissions for key sectors starting in our 2022 Report. Setting 
interim targets is critical to ensuring RBC’s long-term net-zero lending commitment is tracked 
and met. Measuring and reporting financed emissions for key industry sectors will help RBC 
take significant strides in how the bank accounts for climate-related factors in its lending and 
financing. 

http://www.rbc.com/community-sustainability/_assets-custom/pdf/RBC-Climate-Blueprint.pdf
https://www.rbc.com/community-social-impact/_assets-custom/pdf/RBC-TCFD-Report-2020.PDF
https://www.rbc.com/community-social-impact/_assets-custom/pdf/RBC-TCFD-Report-2020.PDF


 
 
 
To effect meaningful action, we set a target of $500 billion in sustainable financing by 2025, 
supporting numerous companies and projects that are contributing to a low carbon future, and 
we established a dedicated Sustainable Finance team that works across our Capital Markets 
business, integrating environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into all of our core 
businesses. To meet this target, we have been very active in supporting clients in renewable 
energy, clean transportation, and other low carbon sectors, with $73.3 billion in financing and 
advisory transactions in 2020. We are North American leaders in the development of the green 
bond market, and we have been at the forefront of the carbon trading market since 2008. Our 
goal is to be part of the solution in meeting net-zero goals, and we are partnering with clients in 
all sectors on their own sustainability strategies. 
 
Our business activities related to lending, investing, and debt and equity underwriting are 
subjected to a high standard of environmental and social (E&S) due diligence, and climate-
related risks are included in our approach to E&S risk management. In an effort at providing 
greater transparency for clients and partners, we recently released our Policy Guidelines for 
Sensitive Sectors and Activities, which amongst other restrictions, limits our financing to the coal 
and Arctic oil and gas sectors.  

We appreciate the complexity of these issues and continue to work closely with a broad range 
of stakeholders including clients and community partners to engage in ongoing dialogue and 
seek opportunities to make a meaningful contribution. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to respond. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Royal Bank of Canada 
 

https://www.rbccm.com/en/expertise/sustainable-finance.page
https://www.rbc.com/community-social-impact/environment/RBC-Policy-Guidelines-for-Sensitive-Sectors-and-Activities_EN.pdf
https://www.rbc.com/community-social-impact/environment/RBC-Policy-Guidelines-for-Sensitive-Sectors-and-Activities_EN.pdf

